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Auto-steer technology enables 24/7 spraying and opens the
way for accurate amenity applications
With the ever changing Winter weather in 2016, the ability to work around the clock is essential for Derek Cheriton’s busy
agricultural and amenity contract spraying business. For that reason, his farm and amenity sprayers have both been
equipped with RTK-based guidance systems and full auto-steer capability.
DRC Contracting, based near Henley-on-Thames, provides a spraying and fertiliser spreading service which covers 14,000
hectares of agricultural land from the Chilterns in the north, to the Isle of Wight in the south. The company also provides a
specialist amenity spraying service covering a range of land uses including horse paddocks, playing fields, golf courses, polo
pitches and commercial Christmas trees nurseries.
Derek Cheriton operates the company’s farm sprayer, a Bateman R35, with Glenn Petit operating the firm’s amenity sprayer
– a Kubota RTV fitted with a 10-metre boom sprayer. Two additional quad bikes, one equipped with an on-board spraying
unit, the other with a trailed sprayer, are also used. With 10 whole-farm spraying and spreading contracts, plus fire brigade
coverage for up to 30 additional customers via the Thames and Kennet machinery ring, not to mention a raft of amenity
clients, the business is kept busy all year round, with rarely more than a couple of consecutive days’ downtime.
“The nature of our work means we always have to be ready to take advantage of favourable conditions,” Derek describes.
“We had less than 15 perfect spraying days in the whole of last year which meant work kept backing up to the point that we
often found ourselves working at night. Having the right equipment is therefore essential to enabling us to keep up with
demand and to keep our customers happy.”
In order to permit the Bateman and RTV to be operated day and night with minimal operator fatigue, both machines have
been fitted with RTK-enabled guidance and autosteer systems which also minimise over-laps and miss-sprays, particularly
when working on stale seedbeds or irregularly shaped golf fairways.
“We’ve used a range of guidance systems in the past including various SIM, GPS and OEM systems,” Derek explains. “They
all worked to a certain extent, but we always found their signals to be unreliable or simply not accurate enough. In contrast,
the Topcon RTK systems we’re using now let us operate 24 hours a day to an accuracy of less than 10mm.”

Derek Cheriton (left) with Topcon agent, Chris Limb of
LH Agro: the Bateman sprayer is fitted with a Topcon
AGI-4 RTK receiver and X30 console – at three years old,
it is due to be replaced by a similar machine with the
latest X35 console, individual nozzle control and a Norac
boom height controller.

DRC Contracting’s RTV can be operated completely hands-free and
even has full automatic section control across the sprayers 10m
boom.

The advantages typically associated with guidance and auto-steer systems – being able to operate accurately at preemergence or in fields without tramlines – are also of benefit when spraying in low-light or night-time conditions. “Working
at night is the same as working on fields without markings in that the sprayer has to be driven blind,” Derek describes.
“Having an accurate and reliable autosteer system makes it possible to work 24 hours a day and still provide a top-class
service.
“I simply couldn’t do my job properly without an accurate auto-steer system as it lets me cover more ground more quickly
and means I can keep on top of demand even when the weather tries to throw a spanner in the works.”
The guidance system also makes operating on new ground an easier proposition: “As a member of the Thames and Kennet
machinery ring, I am often called on to spray new ground,” Derek continues. “In these circumstances, I simply drive around
the field’s perimeter to log the its exact shape and size and then let the autosteer system take care of the rest.
“The technology makes us look more professional which gives customers the confidence that their land and crops are in
good hands. It also gives us extra peace of mind and makes it easier to cover large areas with less eye strain and less mental
effort.”

Amenity spraying
DRC Contracting’s sprayer-equipped RTV is also fitted with a full RTK system and has been made auto-steer capable through
the installation of a Topcon electronic steering wheel.
“Essentially the equipment on both sprayers is identical so that we can both drive either machine,” Glenn Petit explains.
“The RTV is probably the most technologically advanced all-terrain vehicle in the UK as it has full auto-steer functionality, a
speed sensor for improved spraying rate accuracy and a five-section control system.
“Using technology which is usually only found on large agricultural machines means we can offer a unique service to a range
of amenity customers. It makes it really easy to get consistent coverage, especially on irregularly shaped areas such as golf
fairways where the use of a traditional foam blobber isn’t accurate enough, and enables us to cover a much larger area
during narrow windows of opportunity, such as when the weather is favourable or when golfers aren’t on course.”

Accurate auto-steer reduces input costs by 5-7%
Chris Limb of LH Agro estimates that an accurate, RTK-based guidance system can save approximately 5-7% in input costs.
“By reducing overlaps and avoiding misses, equipment such as Topcon’s RTK receivers, X-consoles and autosteer systems can
quickly pay for itself, even on relatively a small acreage,” he explains.
“When you consider how much time, diesel, chemical and fertiliser can be saved by administering applications to a tolerance
of plus or minus 10mm, the latest precision farming systems can deliver significant financial benefits as well as ensuring
higher yields from cleaner, better quality crops.”
Article supplied by DRC Contracting

The RTV is fitted with the same RTK receiver as the agricultural
sprayer and has been upgraded with a Topcon AES-25 electric
steering wheel to make it auto-steer capable.

Insurance Matters
With the timely reminder in the September Newsletter of the importance of having insurance provision in place for any vehicle
or machine that is hired in, I can only underline the comments made.
Anyone hiring in equipment / machinery / tractors etc on a hire only basis should always assume they will be responsible for
insuring the item when they are in possession. Never assume the item is covered when you have it. If in any doubt, a quick call
the supplier will confirm whether insurance cover is needed. This can then be followed by a quick call to your insurance broker
/ agent to have the item added to your policy.
It is also worth mentioning that you need to advise your insurance broker / agent when the item of equipment etc comes off
hire as it is surprising how many forget to do so and thus incur extra unnecessary costs for cover not required.
As the busy season for a large proportion of farmers and contractors is coming to a close, there is time to reflect on what has
passed throughout the year and what plans need to be put in place for next year. It is also the time to think about reviewing the
insurance covers that you might have, and more particularly a review of the sums insured on all aspects of your insurance. It is
all too easy to become complacent and assume that all the figures are correct. If your insurance policies had renewed when you
were busy, you might not have heeded the recommendation to review cover that you would have had from you insurance
broker / agent.
For buildings, contents etc, there is usually a certain amount of index-linking which should mean that the policy broadly has
kept up with inflationary costs; however you cannot guarantee this. For vehicles, it is very important to keep on top of values,
particularly when it comes to values of agricultural vehicles. Do not forget that, in the event of a claim, insurers will only pay
out market value for a vehicle unless you can provide sufficient evidence that the said vehicle is worth more.
Example:
2012 John Deere Tractor

Insured value £50,000
Premium = £320.00
Market value £30,000
Premium = £200.00
If this is replicated throughout all the agricultural vehicles, you can be very soon paying more for your insurance for no more
benefit than if they were covered for their market value.
If you would like to find out more, please contact Steve in the Thames & Kennet Machinery Ring office on 01635 285405 in the
first instance. We have two insurance members and find out more information & put you in touch.
Article supplied by Angus Campbell
TKMR Member

TMKR Work Pie Chart
The below chart shows the work breakdown for the year to date in percentage terms.
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Winter Season Projects
It is the time of the year for winter maintenance, we have available a 15M reach 360 excavator with operator. Ideal for
cleaning large streams, small rivers, etc. They will also empty slurry lagoons into spreaders or trailers, reaching way beyond
standard reach machines, sometimes eliminating the need for a second machine working in the lagoon bottom. It can also be
working with a heavy duty mulcher head for clearing scrub and timber on banks either up or down. For the professional and
ticketed operator if you need even more reach. We can source on a self drive basis up to 22m reach machines.
For further information and prices please do contact the Ring Office.

Thames & Kennet Machinery Ring & Anglia Farmers

News & Offers

As with all prices AF prices do vary weekly
so please do remember to check the pump
price before filling up.

116.70

For more information on taking out a fuel
card with AF please call the Office.

AF Grant Resource Membership
The new Countryside Productivity Scheme has finally been launched by DEFRA with funding for Water Resource Management
and also for Improving Forestry Productivity. The new Growth programme is also still available nationally, which aims to
support business support, tourism infrastructure and food processing projects. These grants provide significant opportunities
for grant funding in addition to the LEADER programme also being still available and with DEFRA likely to increase the
budgets available.
AF have direct communication with DEFRA and the RPA and Local Enterprise Partnerships and are kept abreast of all of the
information about the future of grant funding as soon as it is made available. Membership through AF is £150 plus VAT, which
can be added to your AF account. As a member of the Grant Resource Service, members will be kept aware of developments
as soon as they are available.

The Key benefits of AF Grant Resource Membership:




Members receive regular updates regarding funding schemes through our emails and bulletins. These do change/vary
at times and this gives you access to up to date information.
AF make regular telephone contact with members to ensure that we are up to date with their business plans & we
can make them aware of any funding that may be suitable.
AF are able to fully research funding opportunities and make contact with funding agencies to establish exactly their
priorities & investigate how member’s projects may fit.



AF are able to identify a fund, we will then know exactly the criteria that will need to be satisfied in order to submit a
successful application.



Once AF are able to identify a suitable grant, AF handle the application process for members and an individual
quotation will be suppled at that stage.

The Grant Resource service has successfully gained over £3m worth of funding for members over the past year and with the
Rural Development Programme in full swing, AF are keen to ensure that we access EU funding for you whilst we still have
access to it. The opportunities for funding are vast and ever changing membership to the service will ensure that you do not
miss out on funding coming available.

Special Offers
KitchenAid 5K45SSBWH Classic Stand Mixer
White – Grade A - refurbished by Kitchen Aid. RRP
£389.99, AF price £163 (price excludes VAT and the
AF levy). 1 year’s warranty and free delivery to
mainland UK included.
Hoover UNP300RS
Unplugged 30v Cordless Stick Vacuum Cleaner. RRP:
£229.99. AF price: £52.85 (price excludes VAT and
the AF levy).
Bonfire night with exclusive discounts on
fireworks. 20% discount to members on any
products at RRP and 10% discount on any products
that are on special offer. Delivery fixed price of
£14.95 for all orders. Minimum order of £75.
Bosch Vero Cafe
Fully automatic espresso coffee machine Silver TES50221GB. RRP £699.99. AF price £330 (excludes
VAT and the AF levy).
Dyson V8 Absolute cordless hoover.
RRP £449. AF price £290 (excludes VAT and the AF
levy). Whilst stocks last.

John Nix Pocket Book
The John Nix Pocket book 2018 is now available to order through
AF/TKMR.
Our Members can acquire the book at a price of £21.68 with postage
and packaging at £2.50. If you like a copy of the book please do contact
the Ring office to place your order.

Wanted
Seeder – A member is looking to hire a seeder to go on

For Sale


Chemical Store for sale. 8ft long x 5.5ft wide. Shelving,
heating, electric hook up point & locks. Guide Price
£1,100 +VAT



A member has Haylage bales for sale – 120 x 90’s.
Please call the Ring Office for more information.

the front of a combine. If anyone is able to help please
do contact the Ring Office. Needed as soon as possible.

JGas are looking for sites in Berkshire for LPG Gas tanks
& Storage. Please contact the Office if you are able to
help.

GRITIT are looking for storage yards for salt from
October 2017 – 15th April 2018 in the following areas:
Bracknell, Camberley (Farnborough), Guildford,
Basingstoke, Southampton & Portsmouth. If any of our
Members have any storage space available please
contact the Ring Office.

Slug Pellet Fertiliser/Sprayer
Testing
TKMR are able to organise Slug pellet/
Sprayer & Fertiliser spinner testing through
our Training companies. Please do get in
touch if your test is due and we will find
suitable dates.

Dates for the Diary
October
21st
NADAS Ploughing Match, Woolley
Estate, Woolley
November
1st
Hunting Season Opens
5th
Guy Fawkes night
12th
Remembrance Sunday

Training Courses
West Berks and Oxon Training
October
30th

1 day Emergency First Aid at Work

November
2nd & 3rd
6th
8th
13th
22nd
28th

LANTRA 2 day Chainsaw
LANTRA 1 day chainsaw refresher
PA1 Foundation Module – Training day
LANTRA Rodent Control (Rat & Mouse)
PA6 Knapsack Sprayer – Training day
Safe use of Aluminium Phosphide

Is your Training Up to
date
The Ring has 3 Training Members and can
accommodate an array of courses as listed in
the current handbook. As a general reminder,
details of how long some certificates are valid
for have been provided by one of our Training
Members and are as follows:



December
4th
13th
14th & 15th

PA2 – Boom Sprayer Training Day
1 day Emergency First Aid
LANTRA 2 day Chainsaw



Hampshire Training Providers
October
24th

ATV Training

November
21st
30th

Ladders – Working at height
Telehandler

December
7th
8th
18th

Emergency First Aid
ATV
Telehandler



First Aid – every 3 years. Certificate
expires
Forklift/Telehandlers – every 5 years is
the HSE recommendation for Lantra,
ITTSAR, Training Group
Diggers/Dumpers/Telehandlers –
NPORS - Sometimes 3 years sometimes
5 years (depending on what course you
opted for) but you will get notified by
NPORS
Chainsaw – every 5 years,
Recommendation

Please do check and contact us if you
require to book a course.

